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the Oxnard Brothers."
tot satiafactory'and that ae had suf
DONNING GALA ATTIRE
tie sam he did not stay with the
fered during the voyage from an abLondon, June 16. Judging by the
scess of the awbone, which had been
"sugar trust," but went abroad and
progress already made In the work of
after studying the beet sugar indua-r- r
troublesome before his departure from
lecoratingt London for the coronation,
in Europe returned to America to
Mexico,
the far from lovely city will be al
cngago in that business in earnest op
most transformed within the next few
position to the "trust."
IRRIGATION FETES. '
days. While the city corporation has
Mr. Oxnard explained that he and
Orland, Cal., June 16. Orland
appropriated only $125,000 (for the
liis brothers, Robert,
expense of decorating and illumin
Benjamin and
holding a two days' carnival and iub- j.iuujM u., were
interested in the
llee to celebrate the opening of the
atlon, It Is already evident that the
American Beet Sugar company, but at
United States government's reclama- private expenditures will bring the
uanard brothers disposed present they owned only about 1.000 STEAMER CARRYING EXILED idn resorvoir Installed here to Irri NEW YORK CENTRAL CLOSES AN total
up to fully $1,000,000. Special AT HEARING TODAY, JUDGE FALL
OF INDEPENDENT
AGREEMENT
designs by' eminent artists have pro- refinery sliares of preferred and 500 to 1,000 PRESIDENT TO NEW HAVEN, gate 14,000 acres in the Orland unit
WITH LOUISTOLD SENATORS PEOPLE
snares of the common stock.
ducted highly pleasing effects in Lud
IN SPANISH WATERS
district in Glenn county. The festiv
big profit
VILLE AND NASHVILLE
.
OPPOSED ANY CHANGE
1.
.
ThA-- A
.1
uc.c uau Deen a Dig tariff on
gate Hill, Fleet street, St. Paul's
ities were ushered In this morning
e
sugar for twenty-flvor thirty years.'
Churchyard and other noted thorough
with the crowning of the carnival
MADE $500,000 ON DEAL explained Mr. Oxnard. "I
thought It UNABLE TOJiO ASHORE queen, followed by a street pageant MEANS RAILROAD WAR fares through which the king and MADE A
would be profitable and patriotic to
LONGJTATEMENT
queen wil pass during their State
ana a program of speeches. Other
visits to the city following the cor
THEIR FACTORY AT BROOKLYN, .introduce the beet sugar business Into GOVERNMENT
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WORTH $200,000, SOLD FOR
DURING 8TAY AT VIGO TO
HAVE
EVER' HAD COMPETIstreet always remarkable for Its
The witness said the American Beet
WHELMINGLY
uon over tomorrow. Many visitors
ADOPTED,
$750,000
PREVENT INSULT
TION IN THE SOUTH
decorations is being converted into
Sugar company had never had any
are here from the surrounding
SHOWING IT SUITED
a bower of floral garlands, with flags
connection with the American Sugar
country.
all of the colonies, and
Kef'iiimg company,
a contract VOYAGE A
WERE
TEDIOUS ONE The great East park reservoir. In AFTER THE CANAL BUSINESS arepresenting
GLADJUELL PLANT In 1902 under which except
host of crowns.
S EASY OfTmENJIMENT
the latter became
onor of the opening of which the
the "selling agency" of the former.
celebration is being held, is 26 miles
IN THE OLD DAYS, CUT THROAT
PROSPECT OF TRAFFIC WHir.u GREINER ' AFTER DEPUTYSHIP,
The witness said the contract was in FUGITIVE SUFFERING FROM AF in circumference.
The reservoir Is
SUBMITTED
FROM
COMPETITION MADE BUSIRoswell, N. M.i June 16. Since the TELEGRAMS
WILL FOLLOW
effect only three years, although it
FECTION OF JAW, WHICH IS
COMPLETION
created by a dam across Stony creek.
COMMERCIAL CLUBS URGING
death of W. 71.' Dwyer, at Denver,
NESS HAZARDOUS
was to run ten years.
BROUGHT ABOUT DEAL
CONSUMING HIS VITALITY
The dam is 249 feet long, 93 feet
ho was territorial deputy of the Mod
IMMEDIATE STATEHOOD
Chairman Hardiwlck wanted to know
high and 86 feet thick at the base,
ern Woodmen of America organiza
16.
June
Washington,
Half a mil- why the contract was abandoned. "I
Chicago, June 16. The New York tion, there Is a movement to place D. P.
Vigo, Spain, June 16. General Por- - and contains a total of 324,000 cubic
lion dollars profit was garnered by ceased to be president in 1906," said firio Diaz, former
Washington, June 16. The senate
president of Mexico, feet of concrete. The water from the Central lines have entered into a traf- - Grcnler of this city, back into active
uiiuuu mmiiers, aimo3t over Mr. Oxnard. "My brother succeeded arrived In the harbor today on the reservoir Is to be distributed over c agreement with the Louisville and ork. TheHead Camp has appointed committee on territories met this
to consider the Flood resolunight, when they put their Brooklyn arid Colonel Duval came on the board. steamer Ypiranga, on which he sailed 14,000 acres of land
by means of a Nashville railroad which practically James Dwyer, a brother of the deceas morning
sugar refinery, valued at $200,000 in- The colonel was familiar with the rail from Vera Cruz, Mex. on May 31st system of canals more
to the constitutions for
tion,
relating
ed territorial deputy to wind up the
than 100 miles" gives the former a
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today. As a result, it Is until Auirust 1. A plan Is now on foot ico and Arizona, and providing for
$650,000, which sum was advanced
of the American Beet trust law.' I told him the lawyers said eral Diaz did not land and during the by
stated that the Vanderbllts and the to have New Mexico become a distinct the admittance of the two territories.
congress. '
Sugar company, before the house sugar it was all right; that John E. Par stay of the vessel In the harbor no
Harrlman interests, are engaged in a independent jurisdiction under the di- The committee Is disposed to report
rect management of General Supreme the resolution favorably as it .stands.
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Patient Say! That isn't the tooth I
want pulled.
Dentist Never mind; I am coming
to it Boston Transcript.

ABSORBLETS

.

Sensitive Artist Some people arj
enough to drive one mad Nrith tbcir
total lack of congruity! book at the
woman over yonder!
Bohemian Friend What's the matter with her?
Sensitive Artist Her international
discord. She has on a French waist
with a Dutch neck, trimmed with
Irish, laoe and she' ordered a Welsh
rarebit with Italian cheese and a
Scotch highball."
"Mr. Cleaver, how do you account
for the fact that I found a piece nf
rubber tire in one ot the sausages I
bought here last week?
'My dear madam, that only goes to
show that the motor car is replacing
th horse. Evening Tlnes.
"Poor woman! She works hard all
day and then she's up nearly all night
with the babies."
"What's the matter with her husband? Why dosen't he help her?"

She had just returned from a shop
ping tour, tired but radiant.
He had just returned from the of
fice, tired, but well, tired.
Quivering with delight at the array
ot samples snipped from rolls of
dress goodB, seh emptied the contents
o fher purse into her lap. There was
a metallic sound. A look of dismay
crossed her face.
"There!" she exclaimed, "I Just
know there was something I had forgotten to buy!"
"What was it, dear?" he asked, with
an assumption of interest.
'I'm sure I don't know," she replied
petulantly; "but I find I have a half
dollar left!" Boston Herald.

One of
Pennypacker's
best stories and he has a rare collection of real witty stories is one
bearing upon the prevalence of divorces. At a recent meeting, when he
discussed the need of uniform divorce
"You have placed all the large bertold the story,
laws, the
on
ries
top!"
saying:
dealer.
"Yes," replied the affable
'Too many Americans are in sym"That saves you the trouble of hunt
with the little schoolboy who
pathy
them."
box
for
ing through the
was asked to write his idea of Greek
Washington Star.
marriage customs.
"After a little thought the lad wrote:
en"Wliat's the hardest thing you
"'Among the GreekB, a man only
countered In flying?" queried she.
married one wife, which was called
"At the present stage of the game,"
monotony.' " Philadelphia Times.
returned the aviator, tenderly rubbing a bump, "the hardest thing we
Lady-- And did you make your conencounter is the earth." Puck.
gregation give up cannibalism?
'
Missionary (suppressing a grin)
And did you take Not
Doctor Well!
quite; but after much trouble I
his temperature?
them to use knives and
persuaded
Wife Oh, yes sir. I puts the bar- forks. The Throne.
. .
ometer on 'is chess an it goes up
to very dry, so I fetches 'im a quart Mrs .Qulzzley What kind are the
o' beer ad' e's gone to work. Lon- new people next door?
don Punch
Mrs. Dart A grand piano, lovely
parlor suite, a handsome dining set,
Wombat seems to like to read his two dogs and a parrot. Chicago Dally
automobile license over and over."
News.
"He says It is the most pleasing bit
of literature he ever read. The liA professor of Greek who was noted
cense states that he is competent to for
bought a dozen
manage the machine."
collars and marked the first one with
his full name and the others simply
"How did that German philosopher "Ditto." Everybody's Magazine.
become so celebrated as a leader of
,

'

...

thought "
"He invented a word of which
body but himself knows
meaning."

JUNE

WMf

REAL ESTATE TRANSFERS

"History repeats Itself," said the
Warranty Deeds
philosopher.
W. F. Ellsworth et ux to board of
"Yes," replied the practical person:
"so does the weather, but it's hard county commissioners, June 8, 1911,
t6 guess, just the same." Washing- $20. Strip of land near Tecolote.
ton Star.
Pablo Vigil to board of county commissioners May 1, 1911, $10. Right
"What Is that white stuff on the of way for road Placito of Llnao.
U. S. A, to (n. Gutierrez do Flores,
hills, captain?"
"That Js snow, madam."
acres Sc. 18, Twp.
July 7, 1910, ICO
I
"Is It really? I thought so 'myself, 12, R. 25.
U. S. A. to Jose Domingo Lucero,
but a gentleman just told me It was
Greece."
Sept. 3, 1907, 1G0 acres Sec. 26, Twp.

SATURDAY

I

Continues
All Next
Week

SHE HAD

CONSTANT

PAIN

Vegetable Compound.
Pewittville, N.Y. "Before I start-eto take Lydia E. Finkham's Vege

d

compound 1
table
Isuffered nearly all

the time with head-ache-s,
backaches,
and bearing down
pains, and bad a
continuous
pain in
T
J' icib siue. lu
liny
I made me sick if
I
I
tried to walk much.
land my back was so
tnat 1 was
? Iweak
to wear
all the time.
But now I do not have any of these
troubles. I have a line strong baby
daughter now, which 1 did not have
before taking Lydia E. Pinkham's
Vegetable Compound." Mus. A.
Iioute 44, Dewittville, X. Y.
is only one of the thouabove
The
sands of grateful letters which ' are
constantly being received by the
Pinkham Medicine Company of Lynn,
Mass., which prove beyond a doubt that
Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound, made from roots and herbs,
actually does cure these obstinate diseases of women, and that every such
suffering woman owes it to herself to
at least give Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound a trial before submitting to an operation, or giving up
hope of recovery.

tW'v

7:30

TO

9:30

1

Everything
at Greatly

.
-

Water System for Vienna.
Vienna. The Emperor Francis Joseph has inaugurated at Vienna a new
of water supply, which has
Mrs. Pinkham of Lynn, Mass., system
cost over $20,000,000, and brings the
invites all sick women to write
a distance ot 103 miles In pipes
her for advice. She has guided water
mountain lakes 7,000 feet above
thousands to health and her fromlevel.
see,
advice is free.

SALE

New Desirable

rierchandise
in Every Line
Especially
Priced for the
Rest of the
Month

2c Linen Crash 8c
18-inc-

from percale and Gingham neatly
trimmed with bias bands and braids,
light and dark effects, either low .
neck with short sleeves or high neck
with long sleeves, worth $1.50
to $2.00 each, special
uQC

qo

h

all Linen Crash and Glass Tow- eling, including bleached and un- bleached twills and plain weaves
with borders worth 12ic per yard,
special for Our After Supper Sale, oi
per yard
" O2C
"

.

,

.

Boys' 85c Wash Suits 49c

One lot of Women's Head Scarfs, made
from Cantonia Silk, 2 yards long
and 27 inches wide, Persian and
Dresden effects, worth $1.50 each,
for our After Supper Sale

Boys' Wash Suits in a variety of ma- terials, either light or dark colors,
newest patterns and best style
models, sizes 2j years to 6 years,
wortb 65c 75C( and g5c each( at.

Every
Purchase
n
.yc
Will Save
You Money

qoOC

g

Event
of the year
AT THE RESORTS

ADJUSTMENT

TELEPHONE ORDERS ACCEPTED

NO

$1.50 Head Scarfs 98c

The Biggest
Tloney-Savin-

ONLY--

Children's $2.00 Dresses 98c
One let of children's new dresses made

Reduced
Prices

At tHE RESORtS 12 Pt Head . .
The mountain resorts near Las
Vegas are now running and are all
accommodating increasing numbers of
guests. The hotel and cottaees at
El Porvenlr are fairly well filled and
the stage to this popular resort is
making daily trips. At Hermit s
Lodge a small party of guests is
spending the season delightfully. Har.
vey s upper ranch is now under way
for the thirtieth year of business with
H. A. Harvey as host.
Mrs. H. Sturm and son, Clark, are
guests at Harvey's upper janch.
Charles and Maurice Danzlger and
their guest Ellet Wolff have been
fishing in the mountain streams and
spending some time at Harvey's.
Mrs. Warner Is at work preparing
buildings for the housing of summer
boarders on the Warner claim near
Harvey's.
Those who enjoy automobile and
carriage drives in the canyon above
Hermit Lodge will be glad to learn
that the deep gulch west of the Lodge
ts being bridged. Wesner brothers
17, R. 17.
and H. A. Harvey are doing the work.
Ira M. Cobe, trustee' to Ten Lakes When the bridge is
completed it will
Land company, April 20, 1911, $200
be possible to drive an automobile to
Land in Sec. 14, Twp. 17, R. 17.
the carriage house and the Wesner
ranch In Gallinas canyon. This road
Not Styirah.
is a link in the scenic highway to
"I can't say that dried annio.
water are popular for a fashionable Santa Fe.
luncneon.
Miss Adelle Andrews of Denver, Is
"Yet you must admit they make
the summer at one of the
spending
quite a swell affair."
popular nearby mountain resorts.
Insulted.
-Ana you get angry because he
asked you to loan him a hundred?"
"Not because ha nntrari ma w iiuna
him the hundred, but because he
.
V
-. .
f 1.1 .
I..
luougnt I miBui ue sucn an Idiot.'
Picture, Lost 60 Years, Found.
London. The Colnaghls have bought
from the Comtesse de Segue, slBter of
the late M. cassimiiyPerier, former
president ot France, a small picture
by Vermeer, called "Woman Buying
Pearls."
It had been lost for about 60 years.
It will command a huge price. It Is
believed that it will go to America,

JUNE

Our No, 13 Sale proved all we had anticipated. The valuet were here in an
unprecedented quality
the quantity was here and the crowd was here. Not a complaint was heard not a
disappointed customer.
SALE NO. 14 occur tomorrow night 7i30 to 9.30. The value offered for
the sale are of exceptional merit Those who attend this sale will make a material
will supply
saving on their purchase
their need at less than the usual wholesale price.
There is no use telling you about quality you know
anything we ell carrie our personal
guarantee.
Attend this sale-b- uy
all you wish-- we
have enough to go round. Start your shopping
trip Saturday
evening at our store.

FOR CASH

12, R. 24.

U. S. A. to Simon Guana, July 7,
"Anything worth catching in that
'
1910, 160 acres Sec. 23 and 24, Twp.
lake?"
"Yes; 1 see several heiresses In 12, R. 24.
Jose Domingo Lucero to Annie B.
bathing, and there may be more
Romero, June 25, 1907, $235. Ranch
around the bend." '
.
at El Cuervo, 1G0 acres, Sec. 26, Twp.
12, R. 24.
"I wish I knew bow t omake a
N. Gutierrez de Flores to Annie B.
of money."
Romero, January 29, 1910, $1, 161
"It is simple enough."
(
acres Sec. 18, Twp. 12, R. 25.
"How can it be done?"
Board of trustees Las Vegas Grant
a
"Just spend small keg in
to Rosario Abeyta, April 3, 1911, 117
and you'll get back a barrel."
acres in Las Vegas Grant.
Quit Claim Deed
Simon Guang et ux to Annie 13. Romero, January 29, 1910, $1, 160 acres
Sec. 23 and 24, Twp. 12, R. 24.
G. H. Hunker et ux to Rosario
Abeyta, May 26, 1911, $1, 141.20 acres
near Sanguijuela Grant.
Juanita G. de Martinez to George
H. Hunker, May 26, 1911, $1, 71.26
acres near Sanguijuela Grant.
Rosario Abeyta et ux to Juanita G
de Martinez, May 26, 1911, $1, 42.21
acres near Sanguijuela Allotment.
Ira M. Oobe, trustee to Ten Lakes
Land company, April 7, 1911, $600.
Until Relieved by Lydia E. Pink-ham- 's Land in county Sec. 14 and 15, Twp,

i-

EVENING,

SALE

i

1

No. 14

ADJUSTMENT

1

ready-mad- e

...

Every
Department
is Included
in Our

no-

exact

the

OUR

CASH ONLY
No 'Phone Orders Accepted

ESTABLISHED 186Z

Catarrh Germs
MOVE OUT WHEN HYOMEI
'
MOVES IN

No stomach dosing. HLOMEI (pronounce it High-o-me-)
is made from
the highest grade of eucalyptus, taken
from the eucalyptus forests of inland
Australia, and combined with the ex
cellent antiseptics employed in the
Listerian system.
In inland Australia the atmosphere
is so impregnated with balsm thrown
out by the eucalyptus trees that
germs cannot live and in consequence
catarrh and consumption are unknown.

Breathe HYOMEI and get the very
same, pleasant, healing, germ-killin-g
air as you would get in the eucalyptus
forests and kill the germs.
HYOMEI Is sold by E. Q. Murphey
and druggists everywhere, at $1.00 a
complete outfit.
An outfit consists of a bottle of
HYOMEI, a hard rubber pocket inhaler and simple instructions for use.
The inhaler will laBt a lifetime, but
bear in mind if you need another
bottle of HYOMEI you can get it 'at
druggists for only 50c, at any time.
Guaranteed to cure catarrh, croup and
throat troubles, or money back. Trial
sample of Hyomei free to readers of
The Optic. Address Booth's Hyomei
Co., Buffalo,

N. Y.

Bloobs

"Bjones boasts of being a
man."
Slobbs "Yes, he
even admires his mistakes, becauso
he made them."
self-mad- e

mill

for backache, rheumatism, kidney or bladder trouble, and urinary
irregularities.
Foley Kidney Pills purify the blood, restore lost vitality and vigor. Refuse substitutes
POR SALE

BY O. G.

SCHAEFER AND RED CROSS DRUQ CO.

San Miguel National-BanCmpHml

Paid ln

$100,000.00

Las Utgas

CUNNINdHAM.-PrMlden-

t,

PRANK SPR1NOER, Vic.
Prwldtnt,
D. T. HOSKINS,
Cubler,

960,000.00

Yoir Money Draws

so it does, and as the figures
keep piling up it really
looks quite artistic.

Money Draws Interest
at this

You do the depositing and we
savings bank.
the figuring, as interest accumulates.
An account
opened today is better than one
opened . tomorrow.
do

Commencement time is now.

LAS VEGAS SAVINGS BAIIK

IT H

TM-.
a
f
i ne usuai cause or rcneumatism is an excess of uric acid in the
blood which weakens and acidifies this vital fluid, and prevents the
proper amount of nourishment being afforded the muscles, nerves and
tendons. The pains and aches of Rheumatism may be temporarily
relieved by the use of liniments, hot applicattons, and other external
treatments, but the disease cannot be permanently benefited by such
measures, and is bound to become chronic and dangerous if such
things are depended upon alone.
S.S.S. cures Rheumatism in the
only way it is possible to cure the disease.
It goes down into the
blood, and removes the uric acid from the circulation so that the
nerves, bones, muscles and joints are all lubricated and fed with nourishing matter instead of being constantly irritated and inflamed with
the sharp, acrid impurity. When S.S.S. has cleansed and purified
the blood the pains and aches cease, all inflammation disappears,
stiffened muscles are made supple, and every symptom of Rheumatism
passes away. Book on Rheumatism and medical advice free to all.
S.S.S. is for sale at drug stores.
.

THE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO., ATLANTA, CA.

i
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Interest Paid on Time Deposits
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BOAT ATTACKED OT
A MONSTER SHARK

LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC, FRIDAY, JUNE 16, 191 1
TIP FROM

FAN

IS VALUABLt

Instance Are Many In Which Star
Heeds Suggestions From Bleach- rite Ewlng Took One.

UNCLE SAM AS

BOLD Allfl VERY,
VERY BAD

Makes

BIRD

A

MANY NEW YORK COMMUTERS

CONTRACTOR

Money by Eliminating
Profit From Big Construction Work.

Middle-Man'-

s,

Almost every ball player, In either
A striking Illustration of what
the major or the minor leagues. Is
Uncle Sam could save In river and
able to tell of some occasion when his
harbor Improvement were her to act
CREW AFTER
HARD' BATTLE Immediate action was Influenced by THIS ANGRY PARROT, "PAT LE- as his own contractor and
thereby,
LAND LEVIATHAN WEIGH-INsome suggestion from the fans before
eliminate that worthy gentleman's
ND RE," 8CARES WOMEN
15 TON3.
whom he was playing at the time.
profit. Is shown in a new lock and dam
BATHERS FOUR.
Ordinarily the players have ft sort of
now being built In Monongahela rivcontempt for the people In the stands,
er, one mile above Its Junction with
but once In
while the latter
THIRTY-SI- X
the Ohio. This is the first of the
FEET III LENGTH come across aforlong
a great measure of HAS NOW BEEN RECHRISTENED
backwater system that
appreciation.
extends above the West Virginia line.
One of the most illuminating IllusThe official estimate for the new
Hufeo Fish Identified
a
trations of the susceptibility of the Thinks His
Bore-S- eats
aa set forth in the rivers and
a
Name
of
work,
Change
and Thought to Bo the Largest player to the people
behind
8, 1909, was
the Raven's Flight of Yore harbors act of March
Ever Caught In the Puget Sound him was afforded one sitting
"
a
In
day when.
-- Quoth
"Never $491,437 in round numbers, half a
the
Ladies,
Vicinity.
close game, "Buck" Ewlng, the greatmillion dollars. The saving on the
Morel"
est catcher of all history, was trytwo locks alone is $89,000, according
'
Seattle, Wash. After a
terrific ing to hold a runner on second. There
to Col. Thomas P. Roberts, assistant
struggle lasting seven hours a gigan- was also a runner on first and a hard
New York. With due respect to
tic shark 36 feet long and estimated to hitter Jake Stenzel by name was at the memory of Edgar Allan,. Poe, the United States engineer of the Pittsburg district, who has charge of the
weigh more than fifteen tons was cap- bat
parrot Lenore, owned by Mr. and Mrs.
tured by the combined crews of the
After Ewlng had thrown' the ball Charles McDermott of 112 West One construction of the new lock and dam.
But this is only about half the
fishing boats Goodpartner and Pioneer down to second three or four times a Hundred aud Thirty-seconstreet, parII., between Port Angeles and Port fan up Is the stands yelled to htm: ticipated In more weird and woozy ad- amount, for he says the saving on the
Crescent. The monster Is believed to "Why don't you get that man at first ventures during the torrid hours of dam is expected to be equally large.
be the largest fish ever caught In these
he's half way down to second all the other afternoon and the almost as Thus at least $178,000 will be the tidy
sum Uncle Sam Is ahead on a half
waters. .
the time?"
torrid hours of the night than were
million
dollar Job about 86 per cent
The Goodpartner and the Pioneer
Ewlng took the tip. Making a bluff ever indulged in by any squadron of of the official
estimate of cost As
II., much battered and
to heave the ball to second, he sud- ravens In or out of a Poe fantasy.
the government pays the same wages
with half of the crews nursing more denly turned and hurled It to first,
or less serious wounds, towed the getting the runner there by three or as Lenore's name used to be Pat, but as marine contractors, this sum may
Charles McDermott Is fond of Poe j be said to represent the contractor's
mammoth carcass Into Elliott bay. four yards.
and loves the name Lenore on his profit
In spite of the
"A tip from the fans Is worth two
power engine
It is a new departure for the govwith which each Is equipped, It took from the coachers," said Ewlng, as tongue, he rechristened the parrot for
the two boats 15 hours to get the car- the umpire declared the man on first' the sake of euphony. Parrot fanciers ernment in river improvement work,
declare that gentleman parrots become as hitherto such Jocks and dams have
cass down from Port Townsend.
out, and the game was over.
attached to their names and bitterly been built by
When pulled to the surface the tall
private contractors.
"Chief" Zlmmer, one of the greatest
was seen to be full of splinters and backstops of his day, or, indeed, of resent a change. Pat Lenore ran true Should Uncle Sam build all his own
blue paint, as the result of the strug- any other day, tells of a time when to form, and after exhausting an elab- slackwater works throughout the
orate
against country the saving would be many
gle to demolish the Goodpartner. The he waa catching a game for the old his newvocabulary of epithet bristled
feminine "moniker,"
millions annually.
shark Is 18 feet In circumference at 8t Louis club In New York.
The his feathers the other
day at preciseIts middle and about twelve feet score in the ninth inning was 3 to 1
around the head. The huge triangular In favor of St Louis, but in the laBt ly 2 p. m. and departed from the Mcmouth on the under side is five feet half of the last inning the Giants got Dermott flat
HIS RETORT TO COLLEGE MEN
across. The flukes of the powerful tall a man around to third base, with only
At One Hundred and Thirty-seconatreet and Lenox avenue Lenore In
are six feet apart. The body Is gray one man out
Response to a Supercilious Quesand covered with tiny spikes which
The batter lifted a foul fly way over alighted at an open bathroom window.
tion by High Brow, Butler Gives
make It feel like a file.
beyond the left fielder's reach. Zlm- Water was cascading into the tub, and
Unlooked-fo- r
Answer.
One result of the shark's capture Is mer set sail for It and
easily could as the parrot listened he heard footthat the crew of the Goodpartner will have made the catch. As he was put- steps. A tall, slim maiden lady was
Pierce Butler, special counsel for
never do any more Sunday fishing. ting out
for the ball a man slipping into the bathroom. She was the government in the bleached flour
Captain Dragich and his five men In the
very warm, so she lost no time in cases,
seats yelled:
to his own descripwere hard at work early one Sunday
"Let It go, Zim; If you catch It the submerging herself. She had Just be- tion of according
is
but a plain, rough-necke- d
himself,
to
their
in
the tub when
morning pulling up
gun
big salmon man on third will score."
splash blithely
who grabbed his
Irishman,
Zlmmer, In telling the story, said: it occurred to the emerald plumed
of law between times while
"I let the ball go and it was only bird to again resent his rechristenmg. knowledge
making a living by other kinds of
reckoned as a foul. On the next pitch So, sticking his head Inside the win- work.
When he went Into the prosethe batter had struck out, and the dow, he declared savagely:
cution of the flour cases he met up
"Me name Is Pat!"
next man filed out
with a large number of university law"So there was one occasion when
Imagine the horror of a tall, slim yers and chemists. While they were
of
the fans was better maiden lady In superlative undress at all
the advice
dining at the Chicago club one
than was the Judgment of our coach a masculine voice ejaculating a mascu evening
the university men began tellor the advice of our captain."
line name In her very ear. Miss (but
stories about their days at Yale,
John Clarkson, after his transfer at her modest request her identity will ing
Harvard, Princeton and other
from Chicago to Boston, used to tell remain', secret)
thinks that she wnere Butler had never been. places
of a time when a Hub fan came to his swooned and might have drowned had
"Ah, by the way, Mr. Butler.l' asked
relief In an emergency. Clarkson was the water been deep enough.
one of the high brows with appropriIs
pitching against his old teammates.
She
positive that she blushed ate
accent, "of what school
Tie score was 2 to 1 In Boston's from her toes right up to her curl pa are university
you a graduate?"
Savor, but every base was occupied pers, and the moment Bbe had recov"Not
said Butler, "I Just praclth a White Stocking and the count ered sufficient strength to raise her tice lawany," ear."
by
on "Pop" Anson at bat, was Just hands she covered her face, rose
Butler thinks the time of the black
"three and two." '
from the tub and fled shrieking from letter lore pretense in the
professions
"Aim one at his head, John," shout- the bathroom.
and sciences jla past In
g
ed a Chicago man In the grand stand.
one of the high brow chemists ho
Pat Lenore entered and sampled the
"He's mad enough now to hit at any- bottles of the medicine chest, with the wanted to know
something; about a
thing."
he departed In high good proposition in chemistry the witness
a second's hesitation, result that
Without
naa iaia aown.
Clarkson aimed the ball at the left
"Well, really. Mr. Butler." said the
temple of the White Stockings' leader,
chemist in a superior sort of way,
and let it go. Swinging madly at the
'you see this is a matter of involvml
ball, Anson missed it by a foot, and
inorganic chemistry and I doubt
was
over.
the game
wnetner 1 can explain it so you can
understand it
"Urn well, suppose you elve me thl
FRED CLARKE MAKES RECORD
benefit of the doubt," said Butler.
A Minute Later It Appeared Alorlt'
Although Handicapped by Injured
Leg Manager of Pittsburg 'Pimtirii
Bets.- They had not pulled very
CHAT OF THE CAPITAL.
rates Gets Ten Putouts.
levia:.h:-of it Into .the boat when the
Eenator Crane of . Massachusetts is
made its presence known by th;i roiWhile a larger number of putouts
known In Washington as the most siGoodpnrtiv r have been
ling the bottom of the
ft
made
during
reported
lent man in public life. The thing
with Its tall. A minute later it apsingle game In minor leagues, It re
that he never doea is to talk to newspeared alongside and hit the
mained for Fred Clarke, one of the
paper men about news.
amidships.
"old men" of the Pittsburg club, to
Charles Taft, youngest son of Presi
Luckily the shark had entangled Its establish a record for major league
dent Taf was one of Ave students confront fins and its head in the stout balL
firmed bythe Right Rev. Benjamin
meshes of the net Before it could
Fred's ten putouts during the Cardinal-Brewster, bishop of western Colorado,
tear Itself free three thicknesses of Pirate
the other day estab
game
In Christ Episcopal church, Watertown,
the net ffere wound around It. Thou lished a mark that has never been
N. Y.
the struggle began. The six men on equaled In the "big show," and the
the Goodnartner worked desperately probabilities are that it will stand
Chief of Police Sylvester of Wash
to keep the head of the big fish near for some time to come.
ington is fully determined that objectan
tionable postal cards shall not be sold
the boat and the
Only twice, so far as known, has
awav. Aeain and again it would rear Manager Clarke's performance been
In Washington.
One arrest has al
Its big bulk out of the water and equaled In any kind of a league. On
ready been made, and the vendor of
smash In the sides of the cabin. Olat September 10, 1896, Dick Harley,
the cards has been fined.
Tinmen, the vounjtest member of the playing center field for the SpringRear Admiral Wlnfleld Soott Schley,
crew, had his arm broken, and Cap field (Mass.) club, came through with
of Santiago fame, and Rear Admiral
tain Dragich was cut in tne neaa ana eleven putouts. On August 17, 1897,
Charles D. Slgsbee, who was in com, "Me Name Is Pat."
chest by flying glass.
mand of the Maine when she waa
Shorty Slagle, playing with Grand
The Pioneer II. came to the assist Rapids; chalked up an even doiea humor but somewhat warm, and the blown up in Havana harbor, were reance of the desperate fishermen on putouts.
sound of running water again attract cently mustered into the order of
the Goodpartner after about an hour
When President Dreyfus was In- ed him. This time he brought con- United Spanish War Veterans.
of the conflict. They towed the fish formed of Clarke's work, also that he sternation to the heart of a stout
President Taft, who made a brief
and the boat to a sandy beach. Tackle
Irish lady by perching on the window stay In Cuba, on his way north from
was fastened to a tree on the shore
sill of the bathroom and declaring his Panama, is the first president of the
and the Pioneer's winch managed to
sex while milady reveled In her bath. United States who ever visited Cuba.
pull the fighting fish into the shoal
She summoned her husband to shoot Mr. Roosevelt was there In the brief
shark
ebbed
the
An the tide
the intruder, but Pat Lenore discreetly occupation of Cuba by the American
m lAft hleh and dry. and its strug
troops, but never went there as presidisappeared.
dent
gles diminished. At one o'clock Cap
Pat
Lenore
two
disturbed
other
tain George Saeher or tne noneer 11.
ll
The new torpedo boat destroyer
women at their baths before he blungot close enough to the fish to chop a
out on the government testtried
into
dered
the
of
John
apartment
hole In its throat with an ax.
Kaiser at Thirty-secon- d
street and ing range at the entrance to Delar
ftPRldea the. personal Injuries suf
went to sleep on top of the piano. ware bay, made over 88 knots an hour.
the
of
members
fered by the various
There he was reclaimed by Mrs. Mc This seems to prove that the oil burner is going to be a success on the subcrew, a big net valued at $1,000 was
Dermott.
completely destroyed. When first a
marines, the MoCall being fitted up in
th fish was believed to be
that way.
Whale or bashking shark, but when it
Ban on Telephone 8poonlng.
It la Gen. Zachary Taylor's body serwas cut In two after fifteen minutes
vants
who are beginning to die off
Pa.
"Fire
Pittsburg,
any
employee,
work with an ax bones were round
now.
George Washington Hill (colover
the
spooning
caught
telephone.
whiMi indtonta that it Is a maneater.
Fred Clarke.
one who can be proved to ored), said to be 101 years old, died
Fire
any
and
size
their
weight,
The bones, from
have spooned in the past over the the other day. He was born In Sa
are believed to be human, although had injured one of his legs prior to telephone
and charged the tolls to the vannah, Gs- -, and always declared that
he said:
the largest fragment Is only four
the
game,
Is the
This
of an order he waa Gen. Zachary Taylor's body sercity."
Inches long, making it difficult to de"I wonder what Fred would have issued to department gist
heads by Mayor vant In Mexican war days,.
both
legs!"
cide.
done had he injured
The Washington' school board is fac
W. A. Magee.
Another unusual find In the stom
a troublesome proposition. It has
ing
It cost the city of Pittsburg about a
an
"Phlllle" Quartette.
fine manual training Bchool and
ach, which might be taken aa
vary
$12,000 In tolls for her
that the bones are really hubo teachers; that is, not enough teach
Manager Charley Dooln, who is male and female, to city employees
now
in
over
spoon
the ers. The
of $800 a year is so
baseball' sweetest singer. Is thinking
man, Is a piece of aluminum,
wires last year. Hence the small that salary
seems impossible to obit
the possession of Captain Dragich. of organizing a Phlllle quartette of telephone
himself. Earl Moore, Dode Paskert and order. Toung husbands must not even tain the class of men desired. It must
None of the fishermen could explain
alucall
their
either In working have a man teacher. There is not ft
of what the thin curved plate of Aa Jack Rowan and going on the road at hoursupor at wives, over
lunch,
the city tele soul on the
list at present and
the end of the baseball season. Dooln
minum had originally been a part.
no condition are the the notice eligible
will be an exthat
there
son as they came ashore, however. believes that suet a stunt would prove phones. Under
to
be used by any em amination for
telephones
brought not a
eligible
It was Identified as part of a folding a big attraction.
ployee save on business for the city.
camera.
single applioant.
Q
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Population of District Tributary
City I Estimated at 7,000,000
Few Figures.

FAMILY PRIDE.

to

t

deatn-aeaiin-

'

g

r

Mo-Ca-

ANYWAY

New York. One thing from which
New Yorkers did not swear off on
January 1 is commuting, since figures
Just complied show that this city's
army of commuters, the dally travel-

ers by city and suburban transit lines
is over 2,000,000.
The population of the area. Including
those who do business in the city, la
nearly 7,000,000. The exact figure Is
8,846,097, which is more than 1,000,000
greater than the population of Illinois, the third state in the Union, including Chicago, the country's second
city.
This commutation district consisting of the territory lying within thirty
miles of. Times square, contains
of all the people in the continental territory of the United States.
It equals the population of six large
southern states, with 100,000 to spare.
It exceeds the combined population of
Virginia, North Carolina and South
Carolina by something over 1,000,000.
Going west one finds that the district of New York has a greater population than the 11 westernmost states,
with nearly 250,000 in population still
unmatched, notwithstanding that two
of these states, Washington and California have more than 1,000,000 each.
Many foreign countries have armies
and navies and pretensions to being
world powers have smaller populations
than the New York district Among
them are the Netherlands, exclusive of
colonies, with 6,691,700; Portugal proper, with 5,423,000; Sweden, with 6,294,-00Argentine Republic, with 6,210,-00Chile, with 6,000,000; Greece and
Denmark, with an aggregate population of about 6,000,000, while the district is within a few hundred thousand of all Belgium.
In view of these figures it is not difficult to understand the reason for the
millions of dollars which are being
spent here for transportation improve
ments.
th

Prof. Stork And how are we get"Maud's hair is what you would call
ting on with our studies, Ernestine? Titian, isn't it?"
Have you been promoted to the fly"Well, Titian or
ing class yet?
Little Miss Quacker Oh, no, professor. Mother has decided that I IN THE MATRIMONIAL RACE
shall not take that course. She says
anybody can fly but only the best
families take to water naturally.
."

LEADING QUESTION.

"What chance do you think Mabel
has to win that young man that's calling on her?"
"Well, I understand she's on th
first lap."

MEALING WITH HIS DRINK.
What lovely sleighing
PICKING BERRIES IN WINTER weather, Jack I
Jack Yes, it is. Would you like
Flowers and Fruits Thriving In to try It?
Grace Dear me, I should be deSouthwestern Part of England-M- ild
lighted!
Weather Prevails.
Jack
you think your father
London. There are not many places wvwld lend me his horse?
in the United Kingdom where strawberries, raspberries and spring flowUP TO PAPA.
ers arc to be observed flourishing in
the open during the winter.
But such Is the case in Cornwall
and some parts of Devon, where abnormally mild weather has recently
been experienced.
The other day Mrs. Scott of St
Budeaux, on the Devon side of the
Tamar, plucked ripe raspberries in
her garden, and at Landrake, a few
miles from Plymouth, Miss Benda
"See here, my dear slrl Didn't I,
tell you not to drink with' your meals?"
Rawllng also gathered raspberries In
father's
her
garden, while close to the
"But, doctor, be reasonable. I havsj
same villas1, lovely strawberries were
to eat soma time."
a,
plucked by Stanley Harris, and
bunch of beautiful primroses by anA GOOD SUBSTITUTE.
other man. ( Violets, primroses and strawberries
have also been picked in other part
of Cornwall.
Graoe

D-d-o

WOULD NOT SHOW HER FOOT
Actress Refuses to Take Shoes and
Stockings Off to' Win Case In
Vienna Court.

-

Good-partne-

MASTERPIECE,

mi

Vienna. An actress has Just figured
In an amusing suit brought against
her by a photographer at Debreczen,
Hungary. She had been photographed
with bare feet and had refused to pay
tor the photographs, alleging that her
feet were made to appear ridiculously
large.
In court she was asked to take off
her shoes and stockings in order that
a comparison might be made. This,
however, ehe refused to do.
It was then decided to compare the
finished photograph with the original
negative, and It was seen that th
photographer In "retouching" had re
modeled the actress' toes so as to
make her feet appear really smaller
than represented in the negative. He
consequently won his case, the actress
leaving the court in high dudgeon.

LOOK AT

THE

BIRD'S

Utmost Importance.
Mo.

"Chickens

SHE'D

MAKE

HIM

PROPOSE

The Bugs My! this is fine.
minds me of Niagara.

with

short toenails are the best egg layers," said Prof. J. B. Rice, poultry expert for Cornell university, addressing students of the Agricultural Col-

lege of the University of Missouri.
"These chickens have short toenails," he said, "from continuous
scratching for food, and a chicken
that is constantly scratching for food
Is sure to be industrious."
The hen of the olden time. Professor Rice said, laid on an average only
18 eggs a year, while the modern hen
of pure breed will lay from one to two
hundred eggs annually.

Tolstoi's Grave Is Mecca.
Tolstoi's grave at Yasml
Poliana is likely to become one of the
chief places of pilgrimage in the empire. Since the funeral large numbers
of peasants arrive there dally. They
come mostly on foot and many are
now on the way there afoot
At the grave many hundreds may be
seen on their knees chanting and kissing the soil. The pilgrims are allowed
to pass through the rooms which Tolstoi occupied, whsre nothing has been
disturbed.

It r

TO SUIT ALL

NAILS

In Selecting Good Laying Hen Evidence of Scratching Ability Is of
Columbia,

"Now remember this the strong!
should never do anything to Injurs
the weaker t"
"Then why did you lick me?"

Blnks Is it hard to propose to 1
!rl?
Blinks Depends on the girL
Blnks How so?
Blinks If she has been out severr1
seasons it is hard not to."
--

ml

NATURALLY.
Aunt Mary Can I get things to eai
in this store?
Floor Walker Interior furnlehlngsj
madam, second floor.

!

FATHER'S PATENT.

Moscow.

The Goose I hear the farmer's
wife severely scolded your spouse.
The Rooster Yes, and Henrietta's
been laying-- for her ever since.

Johnnie Why do you have three
pairs of glasses, father?
s
Father I use one to read with, oast
to see at a distance, and the- third td
find the other two.
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scribable beauty. You are always with yourself
so beautify yourself and you will enjoy yourself;

an
iVimllkm WJE&s

m:-tm-

nr,

Snow White Undergarments Billowy With
Off
Beautiful Embroidery and RuffUe
$1.00'

Skirts,
$1.34

Skirts,

,...$1.67

"V

ALL-OVER-

$2.00

Skirts,

$2.34
Drawers, Chemises, etc
$4.50 Pure White Lace or Emb. Trimmed Skirts,

FOR YOUNG GIRLS

Not styles designed for older people and
mado smaller to fit the "younger set," but
frocks carefully picked out by a woman still
young enough to know what the girls themselves want, and also what mothers
suitable. Quaint Lawns, and Dimities
con-Eld-

and laces set on In simple ways becoming
to youthful' figures.
6 TO 15 YEARS.

j

Per Cent Reduction on Entire Stock of Embroideries;

1-- 3

,

Special Offerings for Thursday, Friday

and Saturday, June

10c
lin, per yard...
yds. Good quality English Long Cloth, reg$2.45
ular 25c value, per bolt
'
15 Per Cent Off a11 India Linens, Long Cloths,
Persian Lawns, Nainsooks.
..
17c Lonsdale Cambric Nainsook Finish, 36 14c
inch, per yard
10-Bleached Pepperell Sheeting, regular 35o,
25c
per yard
9- - 4
Bleached Pepperell Sheetln, regular 32 c
23c
per yard
Bleached Pepperell Sheeting, regular 30c
21c
per yard
10- - 4 Unbleached
Pepperell Sheeting, regular
23c
32c per yard
20c
28c, per yard

15, 16

and

17

-

MpiS BLUE SLKUL
offiill$22 Value for

10

$3.98

lot
of
Children's
Pumps and Oxfords, worth
One

,

$1.25

yards Good quality, 36
Inch 15c, Percale for. .79c
blue,
black, per

Sizea

2

Misses

MARK

Get in the Habit of Selecting
Some of the Following Grade

SHIRTS

KNOWN AS

of Goods From Us.

THE BEST

- THE BEST

KNOWN

of Furnishings.
Style, Quality, Workmanship and
Fit in every Inch of these Shirts.

Silver Collar.
Stein Block Clothes.
Stetson

Hat.

kayserr Kravatt.
Florshelrn hbesi

.,

$1.50 to $3.50

,
Taylor's Sox.
.Shirts.
and
Manhattan
Elgin
Lord

,

;

'.V'

yUeon Brother Suspendecs. i
(jopei White Cat Utiderwear

&

Jack Rabbit

pant.'

'

.

;

Cheney Silk Tie.
Crown Brand Overall.
Signal Work and Dress SWrt.
.

..

,k

'

A New Shirt given
, fades
,

I

Free

if it
i.

,
1

,

i

$1.50 to $3.00

;Sun anql Laundry Fade Proof .

'Ill'lll

of
Store
Quality
irzi

HOTEL

a

8

98c

pair........ 29c

U

EVLasVe

$2.00

Broken
Assortment
of
syles, but a full line of tdzes
your choice,

9

CASTANEDA

to

ChUdes' to

Men

We Want You to Know Our Line

--

OPPOSITE

,

i

'

Hose Suporters,
white
and
pink,

5

THE

m

50c Ladles'

Men

We count this offering one of the very
best achievements in value giving that we
have ever done in men's wear. A considerable group of new Suits, just as fine as
can possibly be produced for $22 apiece.
And the price is Fifteen Dollars. The serge
.of whloh'they are made Is very fine and
,Jtrue blue a serge that rain and sua will
not fade. The style, the fit and the tailor
. work in these
sfults are fine In every way
nobody, would, ask, for better. We , shall
' fttarlTfrindajir with all' slaes"' foremen ' of
average isidutad slim p'roportlb'nisV ; '" "

'

i
!

69c

WANT.

$15

10

Black Only

9-- 4

BUY ALL YOU

to

8

.

:

$5.50, $6.50 and $7.00
Summer Wa&h, Dresses for
Women and Misses, the
season's best styles,

$1.00

PURE SILK HOSE
For Women
Sizes

8-- 4

$2.67
Gowns, Drawers, Chemises, etc
$4.50 Pure White Lace or Emb. Trimmed Skirts,
$3.00
Gowns, extra fine material
$9.00 Pure White Lace or Emb. Trimmed Skirts. : t
$6.00
Skirts, extra fine material

i

,

S,

4

Skirts,

7

and as the rose gives out perfume you will give
out cheerfulness and happiness to others. "Indescribable" are the almost countless summer
materials and garments which we are now
selling.
Come in and let us show them to you.

12

Skirts,

&

r

pi!

ELlGHTfUL. A special table arranged for your convenience has been brought
M down and placed in a good position for your inspection of this great showing of
Embroideries. They have been assorted into different lots and the regular
priceas well as the sale prices are marked in plain figures. Some of these have been
of their regular value because they are slightly soiled or
reduced as much as One-Ha- lf
because they are not match sets. We have not held one piece in reserve and offer all
BANDINGS, BEADINGS.
of our EMBROIDERY, FLOUNCES, EDGES,
We would urge immediate immediate inspection of these goods in order to secure
the choice.

i

I

I

-

JUNE SALE OF WHITE PIECE GOODS
inch. Lonsdale, .hoedngs, best bleached mus-

36

1- -3

SIMPLE SUMMER FROCKS

f f IPiV5

'

JUNE SALE OF WHITE UNDERMUSLINS

$1.50 Pure White Lace or Emb. Trimmed
Gowns, Corset Covers, etc
$2.00 Pure White Lace or Emb. Trimmed
Gowns, Corset Covers, etc
$2.50 Pure White Lace or Emb. Trimmed
Gowns, Drawers, Chemises, etc
$3.00 Pure White Lace or Emb. Trimmed
Gowns, Chemises, etc
$3.50 Pure White Lace or Emb. Trimmed

:

Ever Offered fo Las Vegas Buyers

k

131

t

....

The Most Enticing Values in Embroideries

33
kTT

jr.
,

"

'

r I
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As each year, smiling "Summer" comes to
greet us, she also comes to teach us a lesson, and
that lesson is to adorn ourselves.' We enjoy the
rose, because within it's coral folds urks inde-

.rt

,

N.M.
life I

I

.

t
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TONE OF STOCK

MARKjnilEEBFUL

THAT FAILED

Will Roberts, a mesa
farmer. wa3
" city today. v."v.
REPORTS OF BETTER CROP CONO-DITIONS LIFTED PRICES TO
for
business trip to Raton.
HfGHER LEVEL
1,1.. , .
fiag gone t( Koen)er
.
wuere He expects to make an A
'N'ewYorkJutte 16Th tone of the
A. JONES ET AL USE OPTJC
exended visit to rolatives.
s'otTtmarketi was more ctieerf nltodav
AS TARGET TO MISLEAD THE
v .
. 1 :
;
.
f. H. Kunkle, who resides on a mesa
auaBiaKs were neia nrmly at higher
PLAIN
"PEEPLE"
farm was in town
the
prices througout
today. He
morning, follow
'he crops in fine condition. reported
ing the recovery from the early per
In
the
at
remarks
the
introductory
A. M. Hammond went
iod of weakness. Reports of better
this afternoon to El Porvenlr where he will political Junta held la3t night in the iop conditions from a number of
Duncan opera house it was announcsrend the week end fishing.
roints were largely responsible for the
ed "that the meeting was
Engineer George Moye, who is hand- san
letter
and there was an ab
not
and
under the auspices of sence feeling
ling a lumber train out of Cerrillos, is
of the bear pressure of yester-duthe democratic party. Each of the
The demand for stocks, howev
spending the day ' In the city.
four
speakers who addressed the as
Mr. and Mrs. Gordon
was
er,
light and the market grew
Raywood and
was a democrat. All of the
baby are here from their home in semblage
(lull as prices improved. Great North
men who occupied positions on the
ern preferred was lifted a point above
Wichita, Kan., for a visit to relatives.
siage and drank at intervals from the
'
E. D.
Hoagland of the Mesil-l- a pitcher of ice water
yesterday's closing in the second hour
prominently dis- ai d
Valley Produce exchange, is here
Atchison, Reading, Union Pacific
played were democrats.
on a business
trip from his home in The friendly discussion of the state and American Smelting nearly as
Las Cruces.
n'ueh. Last sales were as follows:
,
hood situation was declared to be the
Mrs. W. T. Treverton and daughter,
70
Amalgamated Copper
Miss Anna, left today for Los Angeles, purpose of the meeting. But those American Beet Sugar
64
who had sufficient patience to wait
where they will spend several weeks
....113
until the speaking, was well under way Atchison
137
Great Northern, pfd
visiting and enoying their vacation.
discovered
"committhe
of
the
Object
50 lb. Moses' Best Flour
W. J. Lucas has returned
New York Central
Ill
from
e" which
foF the ,hire of
Pacific
Strong City Kan where he attended a the hal' was arranged
.....134
$1.60
to "excoriate" The Optic Northern
159
50 lbs. Swansdown Flour
meeting of the stockholders and di- and
to clear thesklrts of Reading
rectors of the Kansas Gas and Cement A. A.endeavor
Pacifio
Southern
.......120
.....V.7.... $1.35
Jones,. J. D. Hand, et al who ap
185
Union Pacific
'ompany.
a
50 lb. Homestead Flour
lefore the congressional
peared
78
Sam Rhodes came in this moraine
Steel
States
United
on territories "In tii interest
1.35
13.8
fiom his mesa farm to purchase
s
States
United
Steel,
pfd
of
early statehood."
' 18
lbs. Sugar..
1.00
and tell the townspeople
So monumental was the task laid
1
about
the big crops that will be raised out for the
Bt. Long's Preservs
that they
this season.
POST CARDS READY
es
.25
did uct resse slinging high sounding
Assistant
United
States
Attorneyi
'2-land
adjectives
pkg. Richelieu Tea .25
S. B. Davis, .Jr., and Herbert W. phrases
until after 11:30 o'clock. Two inter
J4-lFOR DISTRIBUTION
pkg. Naban Tea... .25
Clark have returned from Socorro,
rreters were completely wilted and
Helnze
where
Preserves;
jar
they had been attending feder the lemaining auditors wen worn
al court for the past week.
Peach
75
to a frazzle when the speakers slos- - TOMORROW; COMMERCIAL CLUB
S. M. Shattuc .traveling passenger
Jar Helnze Preserves;
and they had the air of men who
ed;
SECRETARY WILL GIVE THEM
a?ent for the B. O. & S. W. railway, felt somehow that
Damson
had not exact.75
they
OUT TO PUBLIC
was taken ill on Santa Fe train No,
ly accompllsed their purpose.
Jar Helnze Preserves;
: while en' route for Arizona.
He was
Mr. Jones described himself "s "the
75
Raspberry
The commercial c'ub's post cards
taken off the train here and sent home
little
boy" and The Optic as "(he big are on the press and will be ready for
1
can Green, Gage Plums
lost night on train No. 2. Mr. Shatbov" who was cowardly enough to free
distribution to those citizens who
tuc's conditions was not serious
15
22's
lump on him. Possibly when na con wish to join the residents of other
Arthur
returned
1
last
Behringer
pt. bot. Richlieu Cocktail
siders the work done before the ter
evening from Denver where he had ritorial committee of the hoaae and portions of the territory in the issuing
20
Catsup
been ntending school during the win- other activities In which he has been of "The call of New Mexico" on
3 pkgs. Macaroni
25
Thursday of next week. The cards
or. Hi mother, Mrs. Charles Beb
which have been for the pur bear
engaged
3 pkgs. Spaghetti
25
pictures of buildings, streets,
rinver, accompanied him. She was on pose of fiekying statehood Mr. .lones
3 pkgs. Vermicelli
.25
her way home from Port Madison, la., does feel rather small. Hence his re farms and scenery in and around
where she had been visiting relatives ference to himself as "a little boy. Las Vegas. On the reverse side the
4 pkgs. Corn Starch.... .25
"If you need
following is printed:
and friends.
of the a
4 pkgs. Gloss Starch
25
The lengthy explanation
want to giet away
if
you
vacation;
Tudge Clarence J. Roberts arrived
1
proceedings of the democratic com- from that unbearable heat;' if you
pkg. Grains of Gold.. .20
last night from Socorro where he had mittee before the house committee want
to go trout fislhlng; if you are in
1
pkg. Ralston's Breakfast
been presiding at the June term of on
territories,- - which was made by poor health and wish to recuperate;
.15
Food
the United States court, relieving Mr. Jones, was
evidently designed to if you think of investing in or moving
1
Judge Merritt C. Mechem. Judge Rob- demonstrate that he and his col- - to a better country then think of the
pkg. Hominy Grits.... .10
erts will spend1 a short time here look
3 pkgs. Hominy Grits... .25
lengues were heroes and champions of land of Sunshine New Mexico, the
ing after court matters before retiirn- - the people. It showed that he takes future state. For further particulars
3 pkgs. Mince Meat.... .25
irs to his home in Raton.
the position that the people of New address John D. Hess, secretarfy of
.25
3 cans Tomatoes, 2s....
Mexico, when, expressing themselves th Commreial club. Las Vegas-- N. M.
.10
1 can Tomatoes, large..
A prominent citizen has suggested
at the hallot box. know less about
25
3 cans Sring Beans....
FANS RALLY TO
what they desire than does Mr. Jones that those persons who Intend writing
or cards to their friend's in
.25
and the democratic party. Knowing letters
3 cans Corn
various
parts of the country on Post
that the citizens of New Mexico had Card
.25
3 cans Telmo Succotash
will do well to send some
Day
TEAM
OF
a
constitution
large
by
adopted the
20
1
lb. Cocoanut
information regarding New Mexico's
majority Mr. Jones and his commit summer climate. Curious as it may
1
1 can Cocoa..
tee felt that they were working in seem to those who reside here, many
GENEROUS CONTRIBUTORS
1 can
TO the interest of the peoplewhen they
Asparagus Tips... .25
people in the east and throughout the
BASEBALL FUND,
DOUBLE
3 can. Heinze Pork and
attempted to show the congressional middle west have the idea that New
THEIR SUBSCRIPTIONS
25
committee that the constitution was Mexico 1s unbearably hot during the
....Beans
rot what the residents of the state de summer months. The influx of sumn
1 can
Las Vegans want baseball and sired. A lengthy explanation is usual- mer vacationists could be increased
Plum Pudding .10
gttod baseball.. This is demonstrated ly a weak one. Mr. Jones talked
materially if the fact were known that
.25
5 lbs. Best Jap Rice...
bv those generous and patriotic faua nearly two hours.
high temperatures are never known
25
who in the past two or three daya
4 lbs. Navy Beans
George H. Hunker, who Introduced here and that fishing and hunting
have doubled their subscriptions to Judge E. V. Long, the chairman of the and camping plaees are in abundance
.15
1 25c box of Toilet Soap
the baseball fund that the present ex meeting, roasted The Optic, Judge in New Mexico's mountains.
3.00
1 box Lighthouse Soap..
cellent aggregation of ball players Long also handed this paper a few
8 bars Lighthouse Soap .25
known as the Maroons may be kept boquets. Mr. Jones followed suit. Fe
Sophistry is the poorest kind of hat
8 bars Diamond C Soap .25
together and strengthened to better de lix Martinez, who resides in El Paso for an honest head.
.25
7 bars Tar Soap
fend the baseball reputation of the and keeps a finger in New Mexico po
Meadow City.
litics and Texas politics and recently
7 bars Pearl White Soap .25
It cannot be denied that this city attempted to assis in restoring peace
.25
3 cans Columbia Milk...
has the best ball club for the money in Mexico, cheerfully agreed to give BREAKING OUT
No. 10 Sack Corn Meal. .20
Invested of any city in New Mexico, his benign assistance in setting at
3 pkgs. Rolled Oats (Dr.
For a few hundred dollars a month right with the public of Las Vegas the
&
ibis city has a team that can play men who represented the democratic
Price's)
ALL OVER BODY
1
Sack
ba'i with any of them, and even de rarty at "Washington, men who have
Wyandotte
3flb.
20
feat such clubs as that of Dawson, been assigned by the people to life
Cleanser
It costs $1,500 a month,to main membership in "The In Bad Club." Mr.
which
.10
2
No.
1 can CornSyrup,
Itched Dreadfully. When Scratched
Raton is putting up $1,500 a Martinez was patriotic. He said he
tain.
.25
1 can Corn Syrup, No. 5
It would Bleed and Become Very
Trinidad
$1,600, would have been fearless In his rep
month for its team;
Sore.
1
Could Scarcely Sleep as
$1,25c can Libby's Jellied
and
Mex
the
Albuquerque
resentation
of
of
1,000
New
Fe
Santa
people
15
the Itching was Worse at Night.
To be up and doing Las Vesa3 ico at Washington even If they would
Hock
0J0,
.30
Dreaded Putting Hands in Water.
must and no doubt will keep its splen have hanged him upon his return.
1
qt P. V. Maple Syrup
The meeting was attended by a
did ball team alive this summer. NevP. V. Maple Syrup .60
er has such an .auspicious start been "fine" audience. It grew finer aa the Used Cuticura Soap and Ointment 3
.25
3 lbs. fey. Soda Crackers
made with a team here as this year. speaking proceeded and had reaches
Weeks. Trouble all Disappeared.
3 lbs. Oyster Crackers. . . .25
Following are those loyal fans who the superlative degree of fineness when
.25 ji
(. 3 Quaker Corn Flakes.
have increased and in many instances the Junta came to a close. In fact,
"Some time ago I had a breaking out
OaW
'', S
Rolled
.nVpkg..Quaiei
doubled their monthly subscriptions: it was so fine that one of .poor eye all over my body. It first started like
wnat we call goose flesh
T.
Plow
I
E.
I f :;
I
sight might have had difficulty in
Jf H Pierce, $10 to $20;,
and itched dreadfully.
Vlfli
to
'
$5
1L
Wheh I scratched it, U
$5
seeing
would bleed and become
8.ackf Sal4,!..vl1,rf5i I rtan,
Charles O'Malky, $1 to $2; Juan
jj0sore. I tried al'very
to
$3
'"T'pf." "Welch Grape. Juice $5j
Bacharachs
most everything for the
(In the Wake of the Measles
Cfttega $f to $1.50;
Julc"".4J
Welch'
1
.itching but jiod gav
lo- - Dr McClanahan $2 to $5; J.H.
Grape
The-Httl- e
5
wn of MrsrO;- - 3.-- Palmer
uiv iuuuq rcnei. 1 could
.25
Little Rock. Ark., had the measles
3 cans Peas
scarcely sleep as tha
Vnrk. S5 to $7.50; A. Al. AQier
which
was
a severe cough
result
itching was always
.30
t McWenie. $5 to $10; San Miguel The
worse at night. My
Lard Compound, No. 3
not sleep.
O. Blood, crew worse and he could
F.
season;
hands were so tor I
the
for
.35
Rank. $50
She savs: "One bottle of Foley's
Lard, Pure, No. '3....
dreaded putting them
Light and Honey and Tar Compound completely
Las
Vegas
month:
per.
in
$2.50
water and after I
20
Bacon, per lb
.
cured him and he has never been would wash dishes or do laundry work
w
Power company, s
.18
of other soaps they
use
since."
Croup,
bothered
whooplnp
the
lb
that
'
required
av,
Ham, per
monthly subscriptions
Fol- were always worse. This went on for
Mi- - cough, measles, cough all yield to
San
of
the
Then
months..
I used Cuticura
ev's Honey and Tar Compound. The about six
lected by Lee Gerard,
and Cuiiruw Ointment, and in
Soap
al
In
the
is
iv.Mnnal bank, free 01 cu.syellow
package
genuine
two or thrw weeks the trouble all disapO.
G,'
club are looked ways. Refuse substitutes.
peared. I uiways fwnd that my hands
n
r
The finances of the
n.j
were wor (with a dry scale on them)
E. T. Plowman, president of
after using any cheap: soap but the
uL L. C. Witten, L. W. Ufeid
Cuticura Soap produced such a soothing
re
The woman of today who has good feeling on my skin that It was a pleasure
W Lee. not one of whom
..JTi
'
'
THE
health, good temper, good sense, to use it. i I alia know what wonders the
Cuticura Remedies have done for a
t for his services. Every bright
eyef and a lovely complexion,
of mine, so I would recommend
Hi
Paid ou goes to those the result of correct living and good friend
money
Mrs. Delaware
them to any one.
-- .,
GRAAF & HAYWARG
, saiai tea digestion, wins the admiration of the
Barrett, .611 Kin St., Wilmington,
is
world.
etc,
1909."
faulty
'
your
digestion
ft
Nov.
15,
Del.,
.ailr:' ticket takers,
CWIw Rrarttoi nld throughout tb world,
In Cham1erlaJn'8 Stomach and Liver Tab
i 1
oW Prop... Boston.
DraK A Chem. Corp.,
for the Rlory there .8
COMPANY .
lets will .correct it. For sale by all fotw
book 02 S&tn Dltrues.
fret,
WMiiled
:
druggists.
It.
.

TO EXPLAIN

H.

(

15tfo,

16 th

non-par-

ti

'

ForTCash Only

nm-mltte-

gor-erie-

SAJ
-

POKER TABOOED

JbB PrescrlptloDlst

PANAMA

REPUBLICJF
PRESIDENT

:

IN

SIGNS

DECREE,
PUTTING THE FESTIVE GAME
OUT OF BUSINESS

The man who does the
weighing, the measuring
the man who knows how
and why the man on
whom everything depends.
V Our responsibility is never
lost sight of for a moment
in prescription filling. Every
prescription leaving
our
store is faultless from any
'
standpoint that you may'
take. You may feel safe
and sure if we fill your
prescription.

Panama, June 16. The president of
the republic has signed a decree pro
hibiting poker in the country.. According to Information at hand, the decree
arainst poker games was issued by
President Arozema as the direct re
sult of demands made by Colonel Goe- thals, chief engineer of the canal sone,
that gambling on the isthmus be supThe gambling rooms in
pressed.
Fanama and Colon have caused many
of the employes of the canal to lose
their savings and their Jobs.
Shake Into Your Shoefc
Allen's Foot-Easthe antiseptic powder. It relieves painful, smarting,
tender, nervous feet, and Instantly
takes the sting out of corns and bunions. It's the greatest comfort dislien's Foot-Eas- e
covery of the age.
makes tight or new shoes feel easy. It
is a certain relief for sweating, callous, swollen, tired, aching feet. Always use It to break In new shoes.
Try It today. Sold everywhere, 25
cents. Don't accept any substitute.
For FREE trial package, address Allen S. Olmsted, Le Roy, N. T.

mm drug

e,

'

S

f

many-syllable-

d

v

-

-

mates cheerful'

ly given.

H. T. Davis

Phone Main 557.
,

th ng Newin Novelties
rto

me

1

Hat Pins;
Beautv Pins
Belt Pins
Brooches
C"K Links

;

Shirt WaUf Spi
Fobs

eye

AD alone;

hundred peacemakers.

CONTRACTOR

terials is my
motto, esti-

ioALtONi. 5HELL

For every man with a tendency to
run through a fortune there are a

Frank Revell,

First class work
and best of ma-

to.

Pfroue ' Main - 3

T

v-

16-o- z.

spell-binder-

Painting
and
Paper
Hanging

A

' Scarf Pins

AT

pX&tui

and BUILDER

Estimates Furnished on All Kind of
Building job Work a Specialty.
Phone Main 336.
Opposite Outic

JEWELER

OPTICIAN

-

-

SPEC I A L

Three Day
SUB

e
V

ilLOT.nUG LJOUSE

SUPPORT

4 OFF

Franco-America-

ON ANY SUIT IN THE STORE

THURSDAY
JUNE

FRIDAY
JUNE

15y

-

SATURDAY
JUNE

16

17

jr

This means that you can buy during this Three Days
Any $30 Suit for $20.00
Any $25 Suit for $16.75
Any $20 Suit for $13.65
Any $18 Salt for $12.00

,

i

A

Wash Tie

I

FREE

i2-ga- l.

:

Special Inducement (or 3
Days on all Straw Hats

Your choice of our beautiful Any $4.00 Straw.
wash ties FREE with any of Any $3.00 Straw
S2.00 Straw
the New Shirts at $1.00 of overj Any
Any $I.OO Straw.

93.0O

$2.25
$1.80
...$. .78

4

:lare

- fr fa'

V

j

'ti

ft

m

l

'

rinilff

.

fe

'

Hanan

All Regular

$2.50 and $3J0O Shoes

I

1.

.

.

..

.

.

r.

.

,

.

.

.

.

;

.

V

.

Choice $3.95
Choice $1.85'

J

These prices for 3 days only and
positively will not be continued
THURSDAY MORNING, JUNE 15th UNTIL
SATURDAY, NIGHT, JUNE 17th

.

T--i

-- '
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Hub Clothing: House

East Las Vegas

New Mexico

V

COST HIS SALARY

TO

SLEEP CATS' CHORUS BRtAKS HOMES

15he

Newly Hoc ted Senator Get Object Harlemlt 8aye Feline Plague Abroad
Lesson In High Cot
at Night Drives Men to Bsat
of Living.
Their Spouses.
X newly elected senator came on
New Tort It's out at last Here
early to Washington to arraaje for la revealed the origin of that mysfor terious Influence that
rooms, and had an
engenders
niahed him on "the high cost of
crankiness and grouches that makes
wanted to start In "with normally pious men swear at unof
Ihe Bwlm" and be at the center ot fending women. Are obliging servant
things so he priced the "focusal" ho- and beat their wives.
tel.
Whisky? Nay. Cats Just cat
"We make It $650 a month, two
that's alL List to this
room and hath, to you, senator
of the case as it came from a
dream..

object-lesso-

n

Uv-la-

n

THE LOBBY

Optic

THE

mm

at

$350

month"

per

CHAPMAN

The

DIRECTORY

First National Bank

brothers always welcome to the
wigwam. W. O. Wood, sachem;
David Flint, chief of records and
collector of wampum.

LODGE NO. 2, A, F. A
A. M. Regular com

OF

Las Vegas, New Mexico
First National Bank Building.
Sixth Street

JEFFERSON RAYNOLDS, President
E. D. RAYNOLDS, - - - Cashier
HALLETT RAYNOLDS, As't Cashier

-

Optic's Number, Main

2.

"Without eating Just for a sleep-ip place!" broke In the senator, "why,
RATES FOR CLASSIFIED
ADVER
I'd bum up with fever If I had to sleep
TISEMENTS
at that price!"
Five cents per line each Insertion.
The salary of a senator Is $7,500,
estimate six ordinary words to a
and It Is figured on the high level of
he
lne. No ad to occupy less space than
"simple living" in Washington that astwo lines. All advertisements charg- ought to part with that much for
sured rest at a good hotel. But the
id will be booked at space actually
Bew senator didn't feel that way about
t, without regard to number of
he
that
It. Finally It was suggested
t Cash
in advance preferred.
words,
homight take a room at the simple
tel of the old days, at $1 per 24 hours,
land save money, using the parcel
for baggage when away ore?
Sunday. Then he could take a peep
at Peacock alley and meet friends In plosion.
"It upset my nerves so that when I WANTED Good cook and housekeep
jtb "lobby" which the more wealthy
to my office this morning I swore
Naer to go on ranch near Watrous.
got
tourists
support.
jstatesmen and
because
things were not done as fast
Address Box 72, Watrous, N. M.
tional Magazine.
as I could think of them, thus caus-ta- g
me to lose a very valuable girl.
IN EVIDENCE which has meant an awful lot ot ex WANTED Good cook. 725 6th St.
PICTURE
HIS
pense and loss to my business, and
also throwing a poor girl out of a po
With
NO
Man
LODGE
1,
to
DORADO
EL
6hould be Warning
sition who Is the main support of her
Weakness for Penny Arcade
OF
Meets
PYTHIAS
KNIGHTS
aged and crippled mother.
Photographs.
"I can new see why there are so FOR SALE 30 brown leghorn hens.
every Monday eve
and cranks in th
crazy
many
people
454.
Phone
Main
a
visit
to
desire
a
feel
Should you
ning in Castle hall.
as thlB Is enough to drive any
summer garden or a penny arcade and city,
Visiting Knights are
home
photo- man to drink, and then coming
FOR SALE 13 single comb brown
experiment by having yourself rememsomeone
something
and
because
Invited.
says
cordially
graphed In a ridiculous pose, candy-mak- to him about drinking he immediately
Leghorn hens. 920 Fifth St.
Chas.
LlebschE.
Todd,
E.
ber tho fate of Horaoe
his wife or
'nler, Chancellor
and formerly the husband of becomes mad and beats no
FOR SALE CHEAP My R. S. 4 H. P.
feeling.
children as If they had
Commander. Harry
Beulah Todd.
"Not praising myself or saying any
magneto ignition motor cycle roadBoulah Todd was eranted a divorce
Martin, Keeper of
state
I would'
ster with carbide light and tank.
last week by Judge Goodrich. She thing that is untrue,week
Records and Seal.
con
was
I
before
the
past
that
drink.
to
All In first class Bhape. G. C. Price.
said that Todd waa addloted
ex
an
with
and
a
sidered
gentleman
"And the proof V the court suggestSee W. M. Whalen.
this strain has
cellent character,-bu- t
BALDY LODGE NO. 77, FRATERNAL
ed.
lost
UNION OF AMERICA Meets first
Beulah Todd drew from her purse a been so hard on me that I have
FOR SALE A $500 piano, almost new,
all this."
photograph postal card. It appeared
and third Wednesdays of each
for less than half the price. C. W.
to be a photograph of Horace B. Todd;
'
dismonth at Fraternal Brotherhood
bis
hair
SUMMERLIN.
were
.
his cheeks
puffed,
FINGERS ARE LESS SKILLED
hall. A. E. Hayward, F. M.; W.
J- heveled, his collar unbuttoned, and
his necktie untied. In one hand he
Secretary. Visiting memWorn.
and
Men
Dootor
FOR
Urges
SALE White Wyandotte chicks.
bill. In the other English
held a
bers
invited.
cordially
to
Manual
skill
en to Acquire
race according to size. Mrs. M. E.
hand, four aces. Beneath, the picture
Stimulate
Mentality.
million
"A
there aDneared this line:
Johnson, Humboldt, Kan.
FRATERNAL BROTHERHOOD, NO.
aire today: a tramp tomorrow."
women
men
and
Business
London.
102 Meets every Monday night at
"Is that a picture ot your husband?
OR SALE Buff Plymouth Rock
should use their hands In every pos
their hall In the Schmidt building,
the court asked.
sible way U may want to increase uw
baby chicks, $12 per 100. Money
west of Fountain Square, at eight
"It Is."
must accompany order. Mrs. Mag
"Divorce granted," the court de quickness and adaptability of their
o'clock. Visiting members axe corof
Idea
latest
to
the
aocorg
lng
Humboldt, Klq, R 2.
elded. And Mrs. Todd, tucking the brains,
gie H.
dially welcome. B. E. Gehring, presi
London dootor. H
a
away In
pur,
postal card safely courtroom.
; Mrs. Emma D. Burks, Secredent
Kansas
ays:
waJked from the
FOR SALE Legal blanks of all deC. Bally, Treasurer.
learn
do
sew,
fretwork,
"Tie
knots,
tary;
City Star.
to make some of your own clothes,
scriptions. Notary seals and rec
ords at The Optic ofCce.
prepare and cook all your food, re. E. ROSENWALD LODGE NO. 545,
House Haunted? Low Reutl
pair your boots and shoes, dig and
I. O. of B. B. Meets every first TuesWhen alien immigrants arrive In plant your garden In fact, do anyfor
calls
that
and
day of the month in the vestry
everything
this country they often bring with thing
rooms of Temple Montefiore at 8
them a stock of misapplied ingenuity. manual skill if you want to have an
The tenant Jfltb. a ghost is a game active, resourceful and versatile brain.
o'clock p. m. Visiting brothers are
"The business man whose work de- FOR RENT Furnished rooms for
that is being played by foreigners in
Isaac Appel,
cordially Invited.
various parts of the United States, pends on a keen, quickly-workin- g
light housekeeping. 923 Galllnas.
SecCharles
President;
Greenclay,
and, what Is more, it is being played brain must use bis fingers constantly
retary.
In
assets
these
to
have
wants
It
be
successfully.
FOR RENT Furnished rooms. In- The newcomer takes a house, and, fulL He must, speaking literally, turn
quire at 1209 Mora Ave.
after one or two payments of rent, his hands to everything, and be capaRED MEN Meet in Fraternal Broth
almost
are
of
1
the
ble
that
anything
constructing
premises
complains
erhood hall the sleep of the fourth
simulated
with
his
with
keimt
furnished
haunted. Quaking
fingers.
front
Nicely
Thursday of each month, eighth
statement
of
a
lies
horror
of
of
this
"The truth
room. All modern conveniences
fear, be tells a tale
thirtieth breath. Visiting
run,
headless man seen stalking from the In the fact that In every manual, act
1111
Inquire
Douglas Ave.
icoal cellar, s Wy la white or ot some- the band Is directed by the brain.
"Again, every act reacts back upon
thing invlsftuo jut groaning. Now, a
FOR RENT Nice furnished front
ghost is thC average landlord's prime tfci braid, strengthening and stimu
room with lights, and privilege of
wnlch is the only but
aversion., Spectral visitors asrora lating
bath. No health-seeker610 Main.
splendid subjects for gossip In the method of keeping that organ in keen,'
neighborhood, and prospective ten- efficient working order.
"That our fingers are gradually be
ants seldom fall to bear and be
warned off by the story.
coming less skilled Is due to the nu
Anxious that the report shall not merous mechanical appliances which
get about, landlord confers with ten- now carry out the various processes- LOST Diamond stud. Return to Op-tlant, and In several such Instance) the formerly done by hand.
office and received reward.
"This state of affairs, since it stunts
result has been this the tenant
to
say
nothing
stunts
on,
also
to
of
the
the
stay
fingers,
powers
agrees
about the matters to others and to the brain. The worker does his work
the
mechanically, unthinkingly, and grad
put up with the ghst, providing
rtrtwed
rent is
ually his brain grows torpid and Im
paired."

Wanted

For Sale

er

,

five-doll-
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HANDLED

munication first and
third Thursday In each
month. Visiting broth.
era cordially invited. B. P. O. ELKS Meets second and
William H. Stapp, W. M.; Chas. H.
fourth Tuesday evening of each
Sporleder, Secretary.
month at O. R. C. ball. Visiting
Brothers
are cordially invited. O.
LAS VEGAS COMMANDERY, NO. 2,
Exalted Ruler; D- - W.
H.
Hunker,
KNIGHTS TEMPLAR
second
Condon,
Secretary
conclave
day In each month at Ma
sonic Temple at 7:30 p. m. C. D- F. O. E. Meets first and third Tues
Boucher, S. C; Chas. Tamme, Re
day evenings each month, at Fracorder.
ternal Brotherhood hall. Visiting
Brothers cordially invited to attend.
LAS
VEGAS
CHAPTER NO. 3,
B. F. McUuire, President: E. C.
ROYAL ARCH MASONS Regular
Ward, Secretary,
convocation first Monday
in each month at Ma
KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS, COUNCIL
sonic Temple, at 7:30 p.
NO. 804 Meets 'second and fourth
m. S. A. Rutledge, H.
Thursday In O. R. C. hall, Pioneer
P.; Chas. H- - Sporleder,
building. t Visiting members are cor
secretary.
dially Invited. W. R. Tipton, O.K.;
E. P. Mackel, F. S.
RANSFORD CHAPTER NO. 2, O. E.
8. Meets second and fourth ThursO. O. F, LAS VEGAS LODGE NO
1. Meets every Monday evening at
days in Masonic Temple. Mrs.
their hall on Sixth street All visit
Agnes M. Trlp, Worthy Matron;
ing brethren cordially Invited to atThomas B. Bowen, Worthy Patron;
tend. Carl Carl Wertz, N, Q.; A.
Mrs. Minerva A. Howell, Secretary.
T. Rogers, V. G.; T. M. Elwood,
Phone Main 231, 721 Fourth street.
Secretary; W. E, Crites, treasurer;
C-- V.
Hedgcock, cemetery trustee,

-

n

ALWAYS

OBTAINABLE

BEST GOODS

SOCIETY AND BUSINESS

COLUMN

troubled Harlemlte:
"I want to bring before you the
trouble and nuisance that I have had
from cats. There Is a lot on One
Hundred and Thirteenth street, between Broadway and Amsterdam avenue, which Is filled with lumber
which answers for a brooder for raising cats. I think there are twentyfive cats In this block that no one
seems to shelter, and they make the
night's rest anything but comforta
ble. They affect the women's nerves
so that It is practically Impossible to
nlpflHA tham or to keen a maid, or
even to live in the same house with
them.
"It has been so trying on my nerves
that I even go to the office and Jump
on my emDloves with, no reason, ex- cent that I have lost my patience.
Last night the people across the
street were not only throwing water
out of the window, but bottles, tin
cans, electric light bulbs and even a
erarbaere can. which sounded In tha
dead of the niebt as if it was at ex

ESTABLISHED 1876

SHORT ORDERS AND REGULAR DINNERS

expo-Itlo- n

without meals." said the clerk
ily. 'When tne senator caught his
breath, he was two blocks up the
arenue.
He tried another hotel; a moderately exclusive house whose lobbies
were a sort of eddying pool of statesmen and "Influential" lobbyists. To
him the attendant flamen of this
riirirl nhHnp remarked: "Now, we
bare a choice two rooms with bath,

AND CAFE

RESTAURANT

LAS VEGAS CAMP NO. 13779 MODERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA

Interest paid on Time Deposits.
Issues Domestic and Foreign Exchange.

EBB

GROSS, HELL Y

WHOLESALE GROCERS
and Dealer In

WOOL. HIDES

SEVEFI HOUSES
East Las Vegas, N. M., Albuquerque, N. M., Tucumcari, N. M.
Corona, N.

IS

Residence

57

41S

Rowe, N. M., Pecos, N. M.,

Trinidad, Colorado

AND

PURE

CLEAN,

Made

Phone Main
Phone Main

Office

M-- ,

ftysfal let

DENTIST
Office Pioneer Building
Rooms 3 and 4

and PELTS

BAIN WAGONSRACINE VEHlCLES-j- &g

DENTISTS.
F. R. LORD

S GO

(Incoporated)

Meets the second and fourth Fridays of each month In th W. O.
W. ball, at 8 p. m.
Christopher
Clay, Venerable
Consul; George
Laemmle, Clerk; Z. W. Montague,
assistant deputy. Visiting Neighbors are cordially invited.

Cot

HAS

LASTING

QUALITIES

from distilled water

(is Sbow Vou
PHONH!

227 MAIN

DR. E. L. HAMMOND

Suite

4,

DENTIST
Crockett Building. Has phones
at office and residence.
SUMMER

8tvn,

wsll-knch- ra

A General Banking Business transacted.

ATTORNEYS

AND

WINTER

.

.

For Rent

w

Geo.

Hunker

H- -

Chester

A.

& HUNKER
Attorneys at Law

Las Vegas

New Mexico

MASSAGE
Masseuse and Midwife
Residence Phone
Main 308
Massage Parlor Phone. .
Vegas 75
In Las Vegas Thursdays, ' Fridays
and Saturdays.

EMF

NO

1 1

The Karcful Klothing Kleaiiing Ko.
Phone Vegas 450

ARE YOU INTERESTED?

RETAIL PRICES

Do not miss this chance to get an Electric Iron
30 DAYS' FREE TRIAL

Las Vegas Light & Power Co.
Phone Main 206
v

2,000 lbs. or More, Each Delivery
1,000 lbs. to 2,000 lbs., Each Delivery
200 lbs. to 1,000 lbs., Each Delivery
BO lbs. to
200 lbs., Each Delivery
Less Than 50 lb Earh Delivery

A G'UiA

20o per 106
25o per 100
'
300 per 100
40c per 100
60o per 100

The Occidental Fire Insurance Co.,

Office 701 Douglas Avenue.

of Albuquerque, N. M.,

as its agent for this district. The company will be conservatively
managed and will be under supervision of the New Mexico In
surance Department at all times.
Keepjyour money at home by placing your insurance with a
home company.
.
,

ZD in

2

lbs.
lbs.
lbs.
lbs.
lbs.

PUR A COMPANY

v

.

-

Harvesters, Storers and Distributors of Natural Ice, the Purity
and Lasting Qualities of Which Have Made Las Vegas
Famous

OEO. A. FLEMINQ,
Manager of the Investment and Agency Corporation

CHARLES ILFELD COMPANY. Agents,
Las Vegas, New Mexico.

614 Lincoln Avenue

which has just recently been organized with New Mexico capital
and in which many Las Vegas business men are heavy stock-- ,
holders, desires to announce the appointment of

"3o" - Flanders "20"

Phone flain 60
and arrange for demonstration date

DRY CLEANING
Requires a skillful process To take a garment
and clean it without shrinking or spoiling the shape
requires experience. We have been in the business
for a number of years and have the experience.

LADIES:

COM

in

23

o

cording to directions.
ZEMO is a skin beautifler and a
scientific preparation for the treatment of eczema, pimples; dandruff
and all diseases of the skin and scalp.
ZEMO SOAP is the nicest, best lathering antiseptic soap you ever used
for toilet or bath.
Sold by druggists everywhere and
in East Las Vegas by O. G. Schaefer.

near Lai Vegas
3TAQE LEAVES EVERY flORNINQ AT 8 O'CLOCK EXCEPT SUNDAYS
Phonm Mmln 20
Inquire mt ROMERO MERCANTILE CO.,

MRS. OLLIE SHEARER

Lost

W can promise you a clear, clean
skin and a beautiful complexion if
you use 2EMO and 2EMO SOAP ac-

In the Health-i- ul
New Mexican Rockies,

HUNKER

it

subtnlrf

RESORT

Hunker

CLASSIFIED ADS. HIT THE BULLSEYE

WANTED

A

Pool IsMo

PHONE MAIN 379
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ofiers everything you want to buy
articles. No limited quantities.
Come as often as you care to.
NO-SPEOIA-

L

Off anything in the store, and to the person that has bought
the most from us during the next 30 days, we will give a

at COLORJ)0 SPRINGS and PUEBLO.
The big trip will be enjoyable, All you are required to do, is
to buy at our store at regular prices, (not advanced), and for
with

stop-over-

s

each Two Dollar Purchase you will be entitled to one share,
the person having the greatest number of shares in this con.
.
test will be given the trip ,on the

flWtfOn

gSsi7

iwff ?Dwll 7

Good (to return) UNTIL OCTOBER. We do not promise to continue the
the discount all month, so come early. The trip however will be given
for the greatest amount of purchases during the entire month. This is a
great chance to buy at a discount sale and get a trip thrown in. The largest amount of purchases gets the trip. Each two dollar purchase entitles
you to one share1 in the contest, a five dollar purchase 2i shares.
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STEAMER CARRYING

NEWS

HUNDRED MICHIGAN
ANCIERS TRANSFER IN

E

WITHOUT MISHAP

Old Crow sold over the bar at
Long's Buffet

THURSDAY, FRIDAY, SATURDAY

off on all trimmed goods
Wallis' Millinery.
1-- 3

The best place to eat. The White
Kitchen, the place that's clean.

JUNE 15th, 16th, 17th

The Spring Chicken crowd will give
one of its enjoyable dances this even
lug in the O. R. C. hall.
Something to make your mouth
water. The first cantaloupes of the
season at J. H. Stearns.

FOR GASH ONLY
d
Creamery Butter, for.... j5
25
Jap Rice, for
25
4 Iba. white Navy Beans, for
25
4 lbs. Manchura Pinto Beans, for
25
7 lbs. Pearl Hominy, for....
.V
5 lbs. pkg. Grains of Gold, for
2- - lb.
&10
pkg. Quaker Corn Meal, white or yellow
for
pall Cottolene,
60
4-- lb,
pall Cottolene, for
? 10.
net weight pkg. of Macaroni, for
A
25
3 pkgs. of Corn Flakes
25
for
Rice
3 pkgs. of Toasted
Flakes,
'.
.
.25
for
3 lbs. 2 Crown Loose Muscatel Raisins,
.25
2 lbs. 4 Crown extra fancy Muscatel Raisins, for
40
- lb.
pail of Pure Lard, for
60
Pall of Pure Lard, for
pall of Pure Lard, for...
30
3- - lb
pail of Compound, for
50
5- - lb
pall of Compound for. ,
,9&
10-lpail of Compound, for
.20
lb
Breakfast
the
slab,
Bacon,
per
by
Fancy
1214
Fancy Dry Salt Pork, per lb
12'2
lb
Picnic
Hams, per
Fancy
. .25
3 can of Standard Sugar Corn, for
15
can White Horse Brand Tomatoes, for
10
12"4-cefor
can White Horse brand Tomatoes,
sack Corn Meal, for
55-24-lsack Corn Meal, for
48-lsack Old Homestead Flour, for
70
24-lsack Old Homestead Flour, for
48-lSack Diamond M Flour, for
- lb
package Red Cross Brand Roasted Coffee, 25c value
for
t
20,
.30
A gallon can fancy Pie Apples, for
30
A gallon can fancy Pie Plums, for
.23.
3 packages of Jello, any flavor
t
.10
bottle Sweet, Sour or Mjxed Pickles, for
.20
.
or
Mixed
for
Sour
bottle Sweet,
Pickles,
'2-t25
can Huyler's Coca, for
.25
4 bars Fels Naptha Soap, for
8 bars Diamond C Soap, for
.25
7 bars Lenox Soap, for
.25
.25
7 bars Maglo Washer Soap, for
6 bars Crystal White Soap, for
.25
net Jar Monarch Preserves, In Peach, Raspberry,
Strawberry, Blackberry, Cherries or Orange Marmalade,
.25
for
.25
8 boxes Search Light Double-Difor
Matches,
1.00
17 lbs. of Cane Sugar, for

2 lbs. Longmont

Fresh-Churne-

lb, extra fancy

S

4

10-l-

16-o-

0-

10-l-

b

20-ce-

'

1-

yi-pl-

16-o-

p

We place no limit on the amount
of your purchase and have no old
stock to offer. We guarantee
every article.

Phone Main

193 or

at

"

.f.

Main 194

O. G. Schaefer, the druggist,
has
been confined to his home for a week
with an attack of rheumatism.

Finch's Golden Wedding Rye, aged
In the wood. Direct from distillery
to you. At the Lobby, of course.
There will be a very important
meeting of the Treble Clef club at the
Normal tomorrow morning at 10:15.

1

Cleveland, June 16. Two hundred
member of the Mtehga
Bankers'
association, who started on a pleasure
cruise, leaving Detroit yesterday af
ternoon on the Detroit and Buffalo line
steamer Western States, are on their
way to Buffalo on the steamer City
of Cleveland this morning, after having been transferred from the Western States following the disabling of
that boat in mid-laklast night.
Wireless telegraphy was responsible
for the quick rescue and It was the
first time In the history of the Great
Lakes that the wireless was put to
The Western
suchy a practical test.
States was disabled by the bursting
of a cylinder and though she was in
no Immediate danger the party of financiers decided to leave her when the
City of Cleveland, responding to dis
tress signals, came alongside.
The accident of the Western States
occurred oft Amberstburg, Ontario,
shortly after dark. The wireless call
for help was sent out Immediately and
when the City of Cleveland arrived,
the two boats were lashed together
and the gang planks set. The lake
was calm and the transfer was made
.
,
without accident.
.

245.

morning began work. The walk will
make a big improvement on Valencia
The band boys will meet at ,the city
street, which was cut down last fall
hall at 8 o'clock this evening and then to an
easy grade. A long stretch of
march to Hlllstt park where they cement walk
already has been built on
will render a band concert.
the north side of the street leading
from Paciflo Btreet west.
An open air concert will be given tonight In Hlllslte park by the Greater
All of the children 111 with scarlet
Las Vegas band. Arrangements for fever are
reported by City Physician
lighting the park for the accommoda- C. C. Gordon as on the road to recovtion of the players have been made.
ery. When first diagnosed the disease
A big crowd is expected to turn oit was
pronounced a mild form of scarlet
for the concert.
fever. It has proved to-- be even less
malignant than the doctors at first
FURNITURE FOR SALE
g
i hough t.
The careful quarantine
FOR SALE Fine Oak bedroom
maintained will keep the disease
set, elegantly finished, bevel mirror. from spreading.
etc., new springs matress and bedding, 3 leather bottom chairs, one
The seats in Lincoln park have been
A
rocking chair, one davenport.
a lurid red color. This Is a
painted
snap for quick sale. Call at Hub considerable Improvement as the seats
clothing store between 9 and 10 were weatherbeaten and much in need
Saturday.
of jaint. The parks are places of
beauty this summer due to the care
HARVEY'S
being given them by the park board.
On The Mountain, Now Open
30th Season.
Cool, beautiful restful resort.
Rabbi Jacob S. Raisin, who is spend
Clean, comfortable accommodations.
his vacation in Brooklyn, Mass.,
Appetizing, wholesome bountiful table. ing
has written to Las Vegas friends that
Saddle burros for riding, no charge.
Best people, only, patronize Harvey's. he Is having an enjoyable time.- Carriage out Wed. and Saturday.
Fare, $1. Rates, ?2 a day; $10 a week.
Whooping cough is not dangerous
Leave orders at Murphey's.
when the cough is kept loose and
expectoration easy by giving' ChamStopping on their way from Daw berlain's Cough Remedy. It has been
son, where they will play tomorrow, and used in many epidemics of this dis
ease with perfect success. For sale
Sunday, Dan Padllla's Albuquerque by all druggists.
Grays will meet the Maroon's Monday
afternoon at Amusement park. The
AT COOLEY'S. BARN
g
gnme-wllbe called at 4 o'clock and
A
seven passenger
it is believed a large crowd will turn wagon, custom made, and will come
out to witness the game as this is home safely If kept right side up.
Albuquerque's first appearanoe oil the
local grounds this year. Satisfactory
Positively no camping, fishing or
C.
terms were made over the telephone hunting allowed on our ranch.
last night. Padllla wished to, break W. and F. J, Wesner.
the long trip from Albuquerque to
Dawson and the local management
Try a dram of Old Taylor bourbon
was glad to be able to schedule a game at the Opera Bar. Served from bar?
with hfin. The Maroons will play Sun rets on the bar.
day In Santa Fe. Edburn Is sched
uled to pitch. It Is likely Lockhart
Mrs. Geronlmo Fresquez is
111 at her home in Los
will be used against Albuquerque.
VIglles.
Lunch every morning at
at Long's Buffet

o'clock

10

on Page 5

17 lbs.

Beet Sugar...

100 lbs.

Beet Sugar

16 lbs. Can
100 lbs.

Phono Main 462

m

m

.i

B

Son

&

Ranch Phono Main 276

mm

m rm :Vs
9U

I J MM

CO. 1IARHET

Anthracite Coal, all sizes

''? 15.

Steam Coal Sawed

Wood

and

Sugar

Sugar........

6.10

The sugar market Is. very strong
and you will make no mistake
In getting
a few months'
supply.
Standard Hams, per lb

16

Standard Bacon, per lb

20

can Pure Lard

10-l-

can Pure

Lard...;....

.45
90

Compound

.50

Compound

s.

30

.

20 lbs. Japanese
1

Rice

lb. Good Dairy

3 doz.

1.00

Butter..'..

.25

Kansas Eggs

55

lb...

Fancy Eating Apples,

Q ON O ON

J.

C.

.

JOHNSEN & SON

"Completo Furn letters of the Home."

.10

v

The last of the mason

8 bars Diamond "C"
100

Soap..

.25

bars Diamond "C" Soap

3.00

4 boxes Gloss Starch

25

4 boxes Corn

.25

1

Starch......

large can Corn Syrup,
lar 60c size

.

Regu--

1

large package Pearline... .20

6

small packages Pearline.

3

bottles

.25

Bluing

25

3 packages Vermacile

25

3 packages

Macaroni

25

3 packages

Noodles

25

3

packages Spaghetti

.25

3 packages Quaker Corn Flakes,
.25
3

1

packages
Flakes

Dr.

30 DAYS

.

40

Prices

Our Pride Flour
01. 3D

per Sack

Every Sack Guaranteed

Oat
.25

large pekg. Oat Flakes...

.25

3 pkgs. Victor Oats

.25

1

pkg. Roe Flake

.10

1

pkg. Rice

.10

Biscuits.......

Las Vegas

Roller Mills

Phone Main 131

48 lbs. Cream Loaf

Flour, the
Best Flour that can be made,
1.50

48-l-

sack

48-l-

sack Kansas Prde....

Rose of Kansas 1.40

3

1.35

i

pkgs. Dr. Price's Ice Cream
Powder
.25

3

pkgs. Dr. Price's Jelly

Pow-de-

r

25

bottle Burnett's or Prce's
Vanilla Extract.......... .25

,

J.
-

Your cash always does extra duty at our store.
Remember this, jf. you pay cash you are getting
the lowest possible price at which goods can be
sold. If ypu.buy.on our installment plan of easy
payments, you pay slightly more, but our easy
payment prices are lower than other people's cash
prices. Therefore get our prices and we will get
your business.

.60

Compound

10-lb-

We Have A Right Selling System

1.15

can Pure Lard

EL

Stearns
GROCER

mjm

lot

e

Kindling-

$400

GREENBERGER

1.00

bottle Burnett's or Price's
Lemon Extract
.20

WIWLE&MLE AND RETAIL
GRAAF & HAYWARD

$350

5.90

In Season

Screened and Lump Raton Cerrlllos

n
Ai

Cane

re

$1.00

1

Onion
Perry
Store
xfifc
jT
Km BM

1

made-to-measu-

The best place to eat The White
Kitchen, the place that's clean.

to plant any cucumbers? That's too bad, "but you can still
plant some of those fine cucumber plants that we sell at 25c
'perflozen. Each one .grown in a little pot, easy to transplant
and isure to grdw.r

See Special Ad.

are made of the very best quality of
leathers, and are strongly and skillfully built by the most expert of
New England shoemakers. You will
find them the most satisfactory
outing shoes you have ever worn,
They insure comfort and style
as well as long service. Morewe
over, in Regal quarter-size- s
give you the exact fit of
shoes.

flGtflk

Did You. Foroot
'8'

Regal
Oxfor

HBUfo

light-runnin-

Sk:

X

CASH

dp-In-

l

fW

,

e

Tony Faust draught beer is on tap
at the Opera Bar, and Is one of the
The contract for the construction
finest draught beers served over any
of a oement walk on the west and
bar in the city.
north sides of the Our Lady of SorThe stage for Harvey's will leave rows church property on the West
at 5 Saturday morning. Passengers side has been let to T. W. Smith
please leave orders at Murphey's, or With Hs gang of men Mr. Smith this
phone Main

;

FIN

MID-LAK-

Always get the best at NoleUe's
barber shop.

FOR

DISABLED

QANKERS
TWO

FOR

-

;

.

i

Let us Launder
Your Curtains
This Spring

Hwill meet

Tour curtains need laundering this spring. The usage they
have received and the dust
they have abaorbed daring the
winter, makes them unfit to
hang the entire summer. Send
your curtains to us, when you
take them down and you will
be pleasantly surprised by their
appearance when we return
x
them. We wash them clean,
without damaging them; we
starch them Just stiff enough
to drape right and hold their
shape, and we dry them perfectly square, even and the exact size as when sent us.
You'll Like Our Work.

Everybody's

Prices.

QUALITY

GUARANTEED

C. D. BOUCHER

Try it
The Coffee Man

Las Vegas Steam Laundry
Phone Main 81.

j

:t

I

Read The Optic. It carries the full
'"
Associated Press report.
;

